A micro\yave refra cto meter for aircraft use is described , and some of the so urces of error in the measuremen t of variations of a t mospheric re fractive index with t his instrumen t a re discussed. Observat ions were made up to 10,000 feet on 2 days near vVashington, D . C.
Introduction
E xperience shows that m eter-and cen tim eterlength electromagnetic waves arc propagated far beyond th e horizon [1, 1a] 2 with a fi eld strength much greater th an what can b e accounted for on the basis of standard difl'raction t heory [2] . To explain this discrepancy i t has been proposed that the waves arc scattered by inhomogen eities in th e refractive index of the atmosphere. 3 Consequently, th ere is n eed for a detailed knowledge of the refractive-index stru cture of th e atmosphere, especially wi th regard to sh arp changes in the ver tical gradient and irregular local variations from th e m ean value. Apart from th ese considerations, observations of refractive-index variations in th e upp er atmosphere are of interest in their own right in m eteorological science, especially because of their close r elation to the water-vapor structure there.
::'fa.ny observations of atmospheric refractive index have been made recently with an airborne mi crowave refractometer by Crain and coworkers [4] . A few observations with an airborne microwave refractometer of som ewhat different design are r eported h er e. Except for modifications necessitated by aircraft installation, this instrument was essentially that developed by Birnbaum [5] and used for observations neal' th e ground [6, 7] . Special attention was given to the problem of m easuring rapid fluctuations as th er e is virtually no information available on r efractive-index inhomogeneities of small extent. This paper describes the essential features of th e airbornc instrument and its performan ce, exhibi ts selecteel portions of th e data obtained on a flight up to 10,000 ft and through clouds, presen ts the r esults of a cl"Ud e statistical treatm.ent of th e data, and discusse the experiment in r elation to previous m eteorological measurelPents.
• Parts of t his paper were presented at the 'l'hird Radar·W eather Conference. McGill University. Montreal, Canada, 8ept. 1952, and at the Join t Meeting of URSI and IRE, Wash in gton, D. C ., April 195.1. 2 Figures ill brackets refer to literature referen ces at th e end of th is paper. 3 A rcvic'-v of radio-wave sca ttering by the atmosph ere nas been published by MCgAW [31 .
. Description of Equipment
The frequen cy change, D.j, of a cavity 1'e onator due to a refractive-index changc, D.n, of th e air containcd th erein is expressed to a very good approximation by -D.j/f= D.n.
As in thi s work D.n is of th e order of 10-6 , it is convenien t to introduce a quanti ty D.N defincd by D.N= D.n X 10 6 , where N is called an IV-unit. D. j is measul"ecllby electronically comparing the frequencies of a ventilated (test) cavity and a sealcd (reference) cavity. These are excited by a frequency-modulated ldystron , and their outpu ts after detection yicld r csonance curves tha t are used to con trol th e wid th of a rectangular voltage waveform. This voltage is averaged, amplified, and recorded .
The design of th e instrument constructed for aircraft operation differed som ewha t from tha t described [5, 6] in previous reports. The kly tron (type 2K25) was isolated from the large pressure ch ange encountered in ascents and descents by scaling its mount. An available power supply originally designed for 60-c/s input voltage operated satisfactorily with th e 800-c/s voltage supplied by the aircraft. The ldystron sweep voltage was synchronized to the aircraft mains, and consequently, the time constants of the electronic circuits werc adjusted for a pulse r epetition rate of 800 cis.
The sampling cavity 4 was installed at a lo cation believed to be in free air, undisturbed by turbulence along the fuselage. It was attach ed on the end of a streamlined boom (fig. 1) 3.7 ft long lo cated 6.7 ft from the nose of the aircraft (a Navy type P4Y2). The waveguide lead to the cavity was inside the boom. The electronic circuits, reference cavity, and klystron located n earby were shock-mounted. As fur ther protection from aircraft vibration, low mi cro-"FIGURE 1. Sampling cavity attached to the end of the stnd. phonic tubes (12AY7) were employed in the input stages of the resonance pulse amplifiers. Connection between the shock-mounted waveguide and the rigidly mounted waveguide in the boom was effected by a short length of flexible coaxial cable.
The reference cavity was provided with a small diameter plunger driven by a micrometer whose scale was calibrated in terms of cavity frequency change . By means of this plunger the refractometer was calibrated, also the recording pen was reset whenever it approached the off-scale position. The latter adjustment permitted the use of a sensitive scale to determine fine detail, yet preserved the much larger changes in refractive index that occurred in a sounding.
Invar of high purity that had been subjected to a special heat treatment [8] was used in the construction of the test cavity in order to minimize thermal expansion. The treated metal had a measured coeffici en t of 1 inear expansion of 0. 3 X 10-6 ;0 C., and the finished cavity had the same coefficient because the change in the refractometer re ading due to heating of the cavity was 0.3N/o C .5 However, after installing the cavity in the aircraft the coefficient increased to 0.5 X I0-6 ;o C . It is felt that this was due to stressing by the aluminum supports. The reference cavity available from previous work was temperature compensated to within 0.5 X 10-6 ;0 C by using brass end plates suitably recessed into an untreated invar (a=3 X I0-6 / o C) barrel.
Possible chan ges in air density arising from the rapid passage of air through the cavity were investigated at speeds up to 170 mph. The test cavity was mounted in the NBS wind tunnel and changes of air density in the cavity were deduced from measurements with the refractometer. Within the experimental error of 0.5 to IN caused by constant addition of fresh air to the t unnel, the densities of air within tunnel and cavity were alike .
The smoothing of air-temperature flu ctuations due to co ntact of air with the cavity walls was determined in previous laboratory tests for air speeds up to 25 mph. At this speed the amplitude of air-temperature fluctuations was reduced by 20 percen t; but at aircraft speeds the reduction should be n egligible.
The ability of the refractometer to record rapid changes in index clearly depends on the repetition rate of the klystron sweep voltage. Thus for a sweep rate off (equal to 800 cis in the present case), oscillations at a frequency of f /2 should b e detected and the shape of those at f /6 or less sllOuld be well ~ il///= -a, where a)S the linear·expan sion coemcient.
--1. reproduced. The response time of the present equipment, however, was found to be limited by that of t he recording milliammeter. 6 The response of the recorder was essentially flat out to 20 cis, and it decreased by a factor of one-half at 45 cis. While making atmospheric observations a constant chart speed of 2.5 mm/sec was used . Consequently, oscillations more rapid than 10 cis would not be individually resolved. They would, however, broaden the trace if they were continuously present as the recorder could respond to higher frequencies.
Th e trace width was normally % mm, which was equivalent to 0.05N on the most sensitive range used, 7 N full sC'1le. On the basis that an 80-per cent broadening of the trace was easily visible and taking account of the decrease in recorder response at high er frequencies, it was estimated that the minimum amplitude of index oscillation necessary fo t detection at various frequencies was as indicated in table 1.
T AB LE 1. The length there is the distance traversed by the aircraft (whose speed was 75 m /sec) during a half cycle of the oscillation. It indicates the approximate "size" of the index inhomogeneity that would give rise to the frequency in question.
The smallest refractive-index fluctuation that can be reliably observed is limited by noise originating within the equipment. In th e laboratory a maximum noise amplitude of 0.05N was observed, and this occurred in in tervals of the order of 1 to 2 sec. There were virtually no current variations visible in Xo-sec intervals or shorter. In flight it was not t convenient to seal the venLilated eaviLy in order to obtain a record of equipment noise. Instead, an upper limit of this noise was estimated by assuming that it alone was responsible for th e va riations in the smoothest section of the data. Figure 2 shows two u ch records obtained in very homogeneous air at 10,000 ft. The deviation from the mean in X-sec intervals was about 0.02N and in I-sec intervals t about 0.07N.
No effort was made to determine the longtime stability of the equipment. This depends in large measure, however, on the thermal expan sion of th e 10000 FT. ALTITUDE A 8500 cavltws as the temperature environment changes. The observed temperature ch ange in the ftsccnt to 10,000 ft was large enough Lo give an indica Lcd change of several N-units. ome varia Lion might occur also from drift in klystron center frequency with temperature, as the klystron was not thermostatically controlled. 10. addition, pressure chaDges during ascent might shift the frequency of the scaled cavity slightly. Although these efIects could cause errors of perhaps 5 percent in the sounding, they do not influence the reliability of the observations of fluctuations. 85 00 6400 6300 
. Results
The observations described in this section were obtained over the Chesapeake Bay within 12 miles of North B each , Md., on August 19, 1952, from 1300 to 1600 EST. The weather was warm and humid. There was a 15-mph north wind up to about 8,000 ft, and above this level there was a 25-mph west wind. The radiosonde temperature profile indicated a dry adiabatic lapse rate (n eutral equilibrium) up to 4,000 ft and a moist adiabatic lapse rate above 4,000 ft. The presen ce of scattered cumulus clouds with bases at 4,000 ft and tops at 12,OQO to 14,000 ft was evidence of large-scale vertical convection processes.
Description of Data
The horizontal speed of th e aircraft was kept to about 75 m /sec (170 mph) and during a sounding th e ascent or descent rate was h eld to about 2.5 m /sec. Thus the slopr of the inclined path was about one-thirtieth. In figure 3 are shown sections of strip charts, each of which is 126 sec in duration. During this time the aircraft traveled 10 km horizontally, and, if making a sounding, changed altitude by 300 m .
Although the atmosphere at 10,000 ft was for the most part smooth and homogen eous, as shown in figure 2 , th ere was a short time when it was no t, as is illustrated in figure 3 , a. This fi gure shows the occurrence of slow variations of appreciable amplit ude, but with virtually none of the rapid fluctuations t hat were usually observed at lower levels. Figure 3 , b , illustrates the pronounced and widespread uniformity of refractive index that was encountered from 8,500 to 8,300 ft (during the descent) , and which p ersisted for the most part up to 10,000 ft the highest altitude explored . Figure 3 , c, shows a very large increase in index, namely, 25N, between 8,300 and 8, 100 ft. (The pen wen t off scale during this increase and was reset at the place marked RS. ) This region of fast transition was cau sed by a widespread and persistent stratification of the atmosphere. It was observed during four ascents or descen ts within a half-hour period and was always en countered at the same h eight to within ± 100 ft . This apparen t boundary between two air masses was visible as a sharply defined haze line, with comparatively clear air above. This would indicate, in agreement with the large variation of index, that the air was moist below th e transition and dry above it.
Another striking feature of this record is the smooth and very rapid increase of ION at 7,900 ft. This increase, which represen ts one of the sharpest boundaries encountered, occurred within 0.7 sec, during which tim e th e aircraft traveled 50 m h orizontally and descended 2 m. The index then slowly returned to abou t its former value in a horizontal distance of 2,500 m.
At 7,000 ft the plane was leveled for horizontal flight. Fluctuations of various durations and amplitu des OCCUlTed ( fig. 3, d ) , but most interestingrof all was a well-defined refractive-index variation that extended about 5 miles and had a mean amplitude of about 12N. Figure 3 , e, was obtained in descending from 7,000 to 6,000 ft.
An example of a record in which th e full-scal e sen sitivity was changed from 33 to 7 N is shown in figure 3 , f, although in gen eral the index variations were too great to permit the use of the more sensitive scale. No p er ceptible broadening of th e stylus trace occurred on changing sen sitivity, indicating that con tinuous fluctuations with durations of 0.1 to 0.02 sec (7.5 to 1.5 m) were of amplitude less than 0.03N. The smallest fluctuations that are plainly visible have amplitudes of 0.1 to 0.2N and durations of 0.2 sec. There are many fluctuations of 1 to 2N with durations of a few seconds.
At 3,000 ft the fluctuation s ( fig. 3 , g) were definitely of greater amplitude than at the higher elevations. The strikingly lal'ge-ampli tude and long-dura tion flu ctuations near the end of the record are indicative of largp and rather homogeneous eddies of air whose refractive index differs markedly from the m ean. As will be indicated later , t hese variations as well as those of smaller amplitude arise chiefl y from variations in vapor density.
.2 . Refra ctive Index of Clouds
R efractive-index observations were made at 7,000 ft while flying through some fair-weath er cumulus clouds. These had bases at rough!y 4,000 ft and tops in the neighborhood of 12,000 to 14,000 ft. The air temperature inside and outside th e cloud was approximately the same, 13.5° C . On entering a rather well-developed cloud the refractive index increased by about 40N and then fluctuated violently ( fig. 4, a) . The increase that can be seen in the figure amounts to 16N, but while the trace was off scale (marked A) th e frequency of th e reference cavity was changed by an amount equivalent to 30N in an attempt to set the p en on scale. Then the index suddenly decreased and went off scale as th e most dense part of the cloud was passed . The trace was re.set at points Band C. By taking into account the clLsplacem ents. of the tuning plunger, it was seen that after leavmg the cloud the r efractive index re.tul:ned t? its original value. Changes of 6 to lON wlthlll a dl tan ce of about 25 m were observed in the cloud. Further eviden ce of th e great turbulence that ~xisted there were the bumps experienced by t~le au·craft. By way of contrast, i t may be m en-tlOned th at a moderate bump was encountered in clear air with no noticeable change in index.
On entering another cloud not as well developed as the first, the index increased bv 35N· and on leaving, decreased by this amount (fig. 4,' b ). In this case the full-scale sensitivity was 135N. Inside the cloud several changes as large as 20N were noticed.
R em arkably sharp refractive-index gradients were o ~se~'ved i.n bo th clouds; changes of 12 to 15N wlthm a chstance of 12 m occurred in three or four instanees and of 6N within 2 m in one instance.
While circling at 10,000 ft, where the refractive index was quite uniform, it was noticed that a definite increase occurred a a n earby cloud wa passed. T h e distan ce of closest approach to the cloud was 1 or 2 miles.
Refractive-Index Profiles
To obtain the variation of refractive index with height, the original data were smoothed by ob taining visually sucessive 10-sec averages. Curves plotted from such values are shown in figure 5 . Included there are rough estimates of th e mean amplitude of those flu ctuations less than 5 sec in duration. On comparing these es timated amplitudes with the gradient, one notices the not surprising result that regions of change of gradient are associated with large fluctuation amplitudes.
One of the curves in figurc 5 is based on data taken in ascent and the other on data taken in descent about 1 ?~ hI' later. During this interval the refractive index clearly increased at all levels above 5, 000 ft. For comparison , refractive-index profiles compu ted from radiosonde data are shown in figure 6. These data 7 were obtained in the vicinity of Silver Hill, Md., in the moming and evening of th e clay of the flight. The increase in index during this longer inter val is som ewha t gr eater than that no ted a bove. This increase as shown by th e radiosonde da ta must have been due almost entirely to ch anges in watervapor densit.y, as the tempcrature and prcssure profiles scarce ly changed. 7 Supplied by the U. S. W~a th e r Durcau. 
Data Analysis
This section presents the results of a rough statistical treatment of the data based upon the following considerations. The atmosphere may be regarded as an assembly of air parcels whose refractive-index values differ from one another and in general from the mean value. Within any large parcel there may be smaller parcels of smaller index variations and so on. The refractive-index amplitude of a parcel was taken as the peak positive or negative deviation from the local mean and the extent or size, in the direction of flight, as the interval between consecutive intersections of the record with the local mean. A rough estimate was made of the percentage of time that parcels of various sizes appeared to be present. The duration of the local running mean was adjusted in proportion to the size of the parcels to be analyzed. The results are expected to be roughly related to Fourier amplitudes and periods as might be obtained by usual statistical methods.
The results of the data analysis are summarized in table 2, which shows that both the amplitude and percentage of time present increase with the size of the parcel. In a few cases, where level flights in a given direction were made, sizes greater than the 6,000 m indicated in table 2 were observed. Indeed , the presence of air parcels some 10 to 30 miles in extent has been detected by aircraft measurements of temperature and vapor pressure [9 , 10] . The 1,000-m range of sizes at altitudes above 8,500 ft were no t included in table 2. Variations in the altitude of the aircraft over such distances could have caused the small refractive-index variations observed.
T ABLE 2. E sti mates of extents and amplit udes of th e rej 1activei ndex inhom ogen eities (parcels)
For parcel sizes of the order of several hundred meters, the variation of amplitude with height is shown in figure 7. In this particular case there is certainly no clear systematic varia tion. It should be noted that the amplitudes for the region 1,000 to 8,000 ft in table 2 are averaged over the wide vari·· ations indicated by figure 7 .
An important finding of this analysis was the f~t that the amplitude of the refractive-index inhomogeneities of small extent was extremely small. From the absence of broadening of the trace while the sensitivity was 7 N full scale, it was concluded that sizes in the range of 0.5 to 5 m, if present, had amplitudes no greater than 0.04N. There were some e-10 instances in the flight where this more sensitive scale was used. In addition there was an initial test flight (made on August 15), with most of the data recorded at 10 ,000 ft, which also showed the absence of trace broadening within the limits specified above. As for the remainder of the present flight , taken with a full-scale sensitivity of 33N, from the absence of trace broadening it can only be stated that 5-m sizes, if present, had amplitudes less than O.IN at all times.
Discussion

Causes of Refractive-Index Fluctuations
For the mean conditions of temperature, vapor pressure, and total pressure encountered in the flight , the change in refractive index, fln, is approximately related to the cbange in temperature, flT(O C), and to th e change in vapor pressure, fle(mm Hg) by 8 Rapid pressure fluctuations are too small to influence flN. Radiosonde records 9 taken at Silver Hill, Md. , on the day of the flight were examined, and it was found that flT fluctuations for sizes that the radiosonde can best detect-50 to 100 m-were usually less than 0.2 deg C, thus accounting for only a fraction of flN for these sizes (see table 2 ). It is probable that for other sizes also the changes of index were mainly due to changes of vapor pressure. This view is supported by the measurements of reference [4] .
Clouds
The large increases in No bserved in the clouds are reasonably accounted for on the basis of changes in water-vapor content. The uprising saturated air in the clouds at a temperature of 13.5 0 C should have a refractive-index value about 70N greater than if it were dry. As shown by radiosonde data, the relative humidity outside the cloud at 7,000 ft was about 40 percent. The observed increases of 35 to 40N in C-' 8 T his result was obtqined from the ex pression (n -1) 106= 103.5 P IT+4.97 X 10' ei T ' , using represen tath e values of the variables. (P is the total pressur e in mm H g. )
' Provided by the U . S. " 'eat her Bureau . The tim e eon st.nt (4 sec) should allow parcels of dim ensions (in the vertical direction) of 50 to 100 m to be detected . th e clouds arc tlterdore reaso nable. The liquid droplets of these clouds would contribute a small amount to the index-Ie s than IN. An artificial effect due to deposition of liquid drops on the cavity walls does not appear likely because of the rapidity of the observed variations. The existence of large amplitude fluctuations within the cumulus cloud may be evidence of th e process called entrainment [11] , in whieh surrounding drjer air mixes with the uprising saturated air of th e cloud.
The index inhomogeneity in the clouds was so great that it was wondered whether appreciable radar return cmild result. The back-scattering eross section per unit volume is given by t:m 2 /87rl [15] where l, the scale of turbulence, is large compared to the radar wavelength. From the data it was estimated that l was of the order 100 m , and t:m 2 was 10 -1°. These values yield a cross section of 4 X lO-16 cm 2 /cm 3 • For 10-cm-wavelength radiation, this result is about 100 times larger than that expected due to Rayleigh scattering from rainless clouds 10 in which the mean drop diameter is 0.001 cm, but even so, it amounts to only a ver~T small scattering cross section capable of detection only at a short ran g-eof the order of 1 mile.
Soundings
T11 e ascent and descent soundings ( fig. 5 ) differ not only as to th e aspect of th e coarse gradient but also as to th e amount of fine structure. The ascent was made immediately after low-lying stratus clouds were dissipated by the sun's h eating and may have taken place before the onset of strong vertical mixing. The subsequent descent shows greater inhomogen eity, su ch as might have been caused by widespread vertical mixing.
It should be TCalized that the various changes of gradient in a sounding may be due to three causes: (1) a rather permanent stratification,Il (2) a temporary or fluctuating gradient, and (3) an artificial effect that occurs because the angle of ascent is small, thus allowing horizontal gradients to give rise to apparent vertical gradients. The existence of permanent layers can, of course, be confirmed by r epeated soundings as was done in conn ection with the layer boundary at 8,300 ft. The large gradient observed in ascent at 3,500 ft may also have r epresented a layer boundary, but this was not checked.
Index Parcels of Small Size
In the present work it was found that the fluctuation amplitude associated with an index parcel decreased with the size of the parcel. In faet, the amplitudes of 5-m parcels (and smaller) were found to be negligible. A similar finding was reported by Crain et al. [4] , although their observations did not extend to as small a parcel size as observed h ere. 10 it appears that Fri0Jl(\ [121 may have detected rain less clouds witll IO·cm These results, although of limited scope, lend some support to Megaw's [14] as ump tion, made in connection with h is theory of atmo pheric scattering of radio waves, of a (Kolmogorofl') spectrum of parcel sizes t erminated at 10 em by viscosity on the small-. size end. Booker and Gordon [151, in dealing with radio-wave scattering, used a scale 0)' mean parcel size of 10 cm with an amplitude of I N, but no such parcels were observed in the presen t experiments.
Conclusions
Although a limited amount of data was taken, the res ults served to demonstrate the operation of th e instrument and to give some no tions abou t th e refractive-index structure of the atmosphere. It was found that the ch araeter of the fluctuations changed erratically with position and time. A persistent feature of the tw o fligh ts was the absence of very rapid fluctuations. Quantitatively expressed, it was found that fluctuations that OCCUlTed in distances of from 0. 5 to 5 m had an amplitude less than 0.04 X 10-6 in n (or 0.04N). The larger amplitude fluctuations occurred over distan ces of the order of 1,000 m , which in terestingly enough is in general agreement with the moan scale of turbulence of 300 m for th e atmosphere obtained by ~[ egaw [14] from stellar scintillation data, and with horizontal dimensions of 2,000 to 3, 000 m of som e of the parcels observed by Bunker [16] .
